The Digital Scholarship Commons in McHenry Library

OPENING SOON!

The Digital Scholarship Commons is a catalyst for the creation, management, and delivery of digital content. We invite all members of the UCSC community to build innovative digital and web-based projects, find new intellectual partners, and collaborate on ground-breaking research.

SUPPORT for SCHOLARLY WORK

// A HUB for DIGITAL ACTIVITY: connect with available services on campus and incubate new projects
// New WORKSTATIONS with advanced hardware and software
// A site for EVENTS and WORKSHOPS: learn about new methods and tools
// Inspiration for RESEARCH and TEACHING: create new assignments and find ways to connect your research with a wider audience

DROP IN HOURS

Have questions? The Digital Commons will be staffed for DROP-IN HOURS on Tuesdays, 2 - 4 pm. Bring your project ideas and research questions.

PLUG IN

// Contact Rachel Deblinger, Digital Humanities Specialist at rdebling@ucsc.edu
// Join the Digital Humanities Research Cluster Mailing List: email digitalhumanities@ucsc.edu
// Follow @DH_UCSC on Twitter